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I. LANGUAGE 

I.1. Phonology: 

1. A. laughs   B. drops   C. maintains   D. imports  

2. A. justice   B. campus   C. culture   D. brush  

3. A. century   B. culture   C. secure   D. applicant 

4. A. sale   B. chalk   C. date   D. plane  

5. A. walk   B. call    C. take   D. talk  

6. A. date   B. face   C. page   D. map  

7. A. find   B. think   C. drive   D. mind  

8. A. listens   B. reviews   C. protects   D. enjoys  

9. A. delays   B. begins   C. attracts   D. believes  

10. A. dream   B. wear   C. treat   D. mean  

11. A. attacks   B. medals   C. concerns   D. fingers  

12. A. builds   B. destroys   C. occurs   D. prevents  

13. A. dumb   B. shut   C. sunny   D. tube  

14. A. but    B. bury   C. nut    D. young  

15. A. measure   B. decision   C. permission   D. pleasure  

16. A. dose   B. chose   C. close   D. lose  

17. A. position   B. oasis   C. desert   D. resort  

18. A. stone   B. zone   C. phone   D. none  

19. A. give   B. five    C. hive   D. dive  

20. A. study  B. ready  C. puppy  D. occupy 

 

I.2. Grammar: 

I. 2.1.  Modal verbs: 

1. All students ____ wear uniforms at school because it is a rule. 

A. should  B. have to   C. ought to    D. must 

2. You ____ finish your homework before you go to bed.  

A. must   B. have to   C. should   D. ought to  

3. This drink isn't beneficial for health. You ____ drink it too much. 

A. should   B. ought to not  C. ought not to   D. mustn't  

4. This warning sign indicates that you ____ step on the grass.  

A. shouldn't   B. mustn't   C. don't have to   D. ought not to  

5. I think you ____ do exercise regularly in order to keep your body in good shape.  

A. must  B. should   C. ought to    D. Both B and C 

6. I will lend you some money, but you ____ pay it back to me next week.  

A. should   B. have to  C. must   D. mustn't  

7. Hoa ____ feed the cats because her mother has done it already.  

A. has to   B. doesn't have to  C. must  D. Both A and C  

8. Those audiences ____ show their tickets before entering the concert hall.  

A. have to   B. must  C. ought to    D. don't have to  

9. The children ____ spend too much time playing computer games. 

A. mustn't   B. ought to not  C. shouldn't   D. Both B and C  

10. In case you're suffered from the injury, you ____ see the doctor today.  

A. had better   B. must  C. ought   D. have better  

11. Water park is free for kids under 6 years old, so you ____ pay money for your son.  

A. have to   B. mustn't  C. should   D. don't have to  

12. You look totally exhausted. You ____ take a rest instead of working overtime.  

A. should   B. ought  C. must   D. has better  

13. Anyone ____ have a passport, even a visa when travelling all around the world.  

A. ought to   B. must  C. should   D. has to  

14. In the peak season, travellers ____ book their accommodation in advance.  

A. have to   B. must  C. should    D. ought  

15. My car broke down yesterday, so I ____ catch a taxi to the office.  

A. have to   B. had better   C. had to   D. has to  

16. We ____ eat as much fruit as possible in order to get enough vitamins for our bodies.  

A. had better   B. should  C. ought to    D. All are correct  

17. You ____ tell anyone what I've revealed to you. It's still a secret.  



A. mustn't   B. had better not   C. ought not to  D. don't have to  

18. If you still want to maintain this relationship, you ____ behave improperly like that. 

A. ought to not  B. ought not to   C. mustn't   D. don't have to  

19. When playing or swimming in the pool, children ____ be accompanied by their parents.  

A. should   B. must  C. don't have to   D. have to  

20. We ____ go to work by car. Sky train is a wise choice during rush hour.  

A. ought to   B. mustn't  C. shouldn't    D. have to 

 

I.2.2. Linking verbs:  

1. What's the matter? You look ____. 

A. happily   B. sadly  C. unhappy   D. unhappily  

2. I have been very ____ up to this point, but I am going to lose my temper if you don't find my baggage 

immediately. 

A. impatiently  B. impatient   C. patient   D. patiently  

3. You seem more ____ now. 

A. relaxed   B. relax   C. relaxing   D. relaxingly  

4. These watermelons were ____ sweet.  

A. excepting   B. exception   C. exceptional  D. exceptionally  

5. The cake tastes ____. 

A. good   B. goodly   C. well   D. badly  

6. That kitten's fur ____ so soft.  

A. looks   B. sounds   C. smells  D. tastes  

7. The waves crashed on the shore where they ____ cool on my hot feet.  

A. appeared   B. felt   C. looked   D. sounded  

8. The milk went ____ within seven days from opening.  

A. bad    B. badly   C. best   D. well  

9. You can't blame an automaker for wanting to design a car that looks ____, even if it doesn't have what it takes 

under the hood.  

A. fast    B. fastly  C. quick  D. quickly  

10. My darling, you looked ____ in that dress. 

A. beauty   B. beautify   C. beautiful   D. beautifully 

11. She looked ____ around for a weapon. 

A. desperate   B. desperating  C. desperately   D. desperation  

12. Nicole grew ____ from the hours of overtime at work. It became quite ____ that she needed a long vacation.  

A. tired/obvious B. tired/obviously  C. tiredly/obvious  D. tiredly/obviously  

13. The young girl sing ____.  

A. amazing good B. amazing well  C. amazingly good  D. amazingly well  

14. She said she would become a ____ singer ____. 

A. famous/quick B. famous/quickly  C. famously/quick  D. famously/quickly  

15. The skies became ____ as the moon moved between the Earth and the Sun.  

A. surprising dark B. surprising darkly  C. surprisingly dark  D. surprisingly darkly  

 

I.2.3. To-infinitive after certain Adj and Noun: 

1. It is necessary ____ for that book.  

A. to look    B. looking    C. look  

2. It is very simple to ____ this machine.  

A. to use    B. used    C. use  

3. She was excited ____ a letter from her mother last week.  

A. to receive    B. receive    C. receiving  

4. We are very surprised to ____ Peter at the party.  

A. seeing    B. see     C. seen  

5. Your handwriting is ____. 

A. hard to read   B. hard for reading   C. hardly to read  

6. She has the ____ well with work pressure.  

A. able to cope   B. ability for coping   C. ability to cope  

7. Susan made a great effort ____ all homework before the deadline but it was in vain.  

A. for accomplishment  B. to accomplish   C. accomplish  

8. Jack harbors an ambition ____ an inspiring teacher  



A. being    B. be     C. to be  

9. It is important ____ us to hand in the report on time.  

A. to     B. for     C. of  

10. It is ____ of him to help the poor.  

A. generous    B. generously    C. generosity  

11. My parents are glad ____ my success in finding a job after graduation.  

A. to see   B. seeing  C. see   D. saw  

12. It isn't ____ for him to take charge of the financial burden on his family. 

A. boring   B. expensive   C. easy   D. mind 

13. My teacher always gives me advice ____ suitable career in the future. 

A. choosing  B. to choose   C. choose   D. not to choose 

14. We're ____ to announce that you were selected to be our new faculty manager. 

A. happily   B. unhappy   C. happiness   D. happy 

15. It is unnecessary for ____ to do this task. It's not ours.  

A. we   B. us    C. they   D. our 

16. She left a message with a request ____ in the contract. 

A. not to sign   B. not sign   C. to not sign    D. don't sign 

17. I found it truly ____ to hear that Mr. Kim had been appointed to the committee. 

A. surprise   B. surprised   C. surprising   D. surprisingly 

18. Don't be afraid ____ me if you have any further queries. 

A. not to ask   B. asking  C. to asking   D. to ask 

19. It's ____ for us to submit the project on time as it's really difficult.  

A. possible   B. simple  C. impossible    D. Both B and C  

20. It would be unreasonable ____ him ____ you money if you didn't pay it back.  

A. to expect/lend B. to expect/to lend   C. expect/to lend  D. expecting/lend  

 

I.3. Vocabulary: 

I.3.1. Words in context + Word choice 

1. I live in a/an ____ with my parents and my elder sister in the coastal area. 

A. extended family  B. nuclear family 

C. extended house  D. nuclear house 

2. One advantage of living in a/an ____ is to strengthen relationship between young children and adults. 

A. nuclear family  B. nuclear house 

C. extended family  D. extended house 

3. In my opinion, family members are responsible for ____. 

A. the housework  B. the chores  C. homework  D. A and B 

4. In a nuclear family, both mother and father have responsibility for housekeeping and ____. 

A. child care  B. homework  C. childcare  D. generation gap 

5. Four generations living in the same roof will have different ____ of lifestyle.  

A. gaps   B. rules  C. manners   D. viewpoints  

6. Luckily, my parents are always willing to listen to my new ideas. They're very ____. 

A. narrow-minded B. open-minded  C. elegant  D. careful  

7. My mother ____ me from going home after 10 p.m. every day.  

A. forbids   B. allows  C. lets   D. All are correct  

8. Anna often dresses ____ when going to the parties in order to attract her friends' attention. 

A. plainly   B. properly   C. flashily   D. soberly  

9. We're surprised by Joe's ____ every Monday. He changes it at least 4 times a month. 

A. hairstyle   B. lifestyle   C. viewpoint   D. manner  

10. I rarely eat ____ and drink ____ because they're not food for health.  

A. snack/energy drink     B. fast food/juice       C. fruit/alcoholic drink D. junk food/soft drink  

11. Generation ____ is the difference in the thoughts and viewpoints amongst generations living together.  

A. distance   B. gap   C. space.   D. All are correct  

12. My parents don't let me get married until I graduate from university and they never ____ their mind about 

that.  

A. keep   B. impose   C. focus  D. change  

13. The ____ arises when Jack and his parents have considerable disagreement on his choice of university.  

A. discrimination B. conflict   C. agreement  D. gap  

14. I do morning exercise and play volleyball regularly so as to keep ____ and be healthier.  



A. fit    B. good shape   C. healthy  D. strong  

15. I wish I could do something to reduce financial ____ on my parents.  

A. capital   B. burden  C. limit   D.  gap  

16. ____ is a decisive factor in giving up smoking.  

A. Determined  B. Determination  C. Time management   D. Reaction  

17. Men are often attracted by ____ girls in heavy make-up.  

A. flash   B. flashlight   C. flashy   D. flashily  

18. With the outstanding talent and skills, he is one of the most ____ candidates for the presidency. 

A. flashy   B. mature   C. potential   D. trivial  

19. Due to financial conflict over years, they decided to get ____. 

A. divorced   B. engaged   C. married   D. proposed  

20. Many husbands and wives can't remember why they ever got ____ in the first place because they no longer 

have anything in common. 

A. divorced   B. engaged  C. married   D. proposed  

21. Parents are always willing to lend a sympathetic ____ to their children when they have problems.  

A. hand   B. ear   C. eye   D. paw  

22. Everyone can help the needy by making a ____ to a charity organisation.  

A. donate   B. donation   C. donor  D. donating  

23. We couldn't hear anything because of the ____ noise of the drums the next-door neighbours were playing.  

A. deaf   B. deafen  C. deafening   D. deafness  

24. ____ believe that some of the happiest people in the world are those who help to bring happiness to others. 

A. Voluntary   B. Voluntarily   C. Volunteer    D. Volunteers  

25. During summer holidays, university students are willing to take part in providing education for children in 

remote and ____ areas.  

A. mountain   B. mountainous   C. mountaineer   D. mountaineering  

 

I.3.2. Phrasal verbs + Prepositions: 

1. After graduating from university, I want to ____ my father's footsteps. 

A. follow in  B. succeed in  C. go after  D. keep up 

2. My grandpa is the most conservative person in my family. He never ____ about way of life. 

A. gives his opinion  B. changes his mind 

C. gives his view  D. keeps in mind 

3. I was tired and couldn't ____ on doing my research project properly.  

A. concentrate  B. look   C. pay attention D. Both A and C  

4. He____ as girls change their clothes. 

A. bridges the gap  B. changes his mind  C. betrays   D. reacts  

5. Their close friendship ____ a romantic relationship.  

A. brings about  B. puts up  C. takes over   D. turns into  

6. It's time I ____ and raised a family. 

A. carried on   B. grew up   C. settled down  D. worked out  

7. She says she has kissed and ____ up with Nigel, and the reunion was a fun night.  

A. caught   B. done  C. made  D. took  

8. People with disabilities always need to be ____ after.  

A. asked   B. cared  C. looked  D. taken 

9. Many students with visual impairments in regular schools cannot participate in school activities, thereby being 

left ____. 

A. again   B. lonely   C. behind  D. over 

10. Many people who took part in the fight ____ illiteracy considered it an honourable job to help others. 

A. against  B. back   C. for    D. with 

11. The lottery winner was willing to spend a considerable sum of money to ____ to charity to help those in 

need. 

A. give away   B. give in   C. give back   D. give up 

12. The volunteer team ____ students with various visual, hearing, physical and cognitive impairments every 

two months to give them both financial and spiritual support. 

A. call back   B. call off   C. call on   D. call out  

13. If one wants to take part in volunteer organisations such as Green Summer Camp, Green Saturday 

Movement, Blood Donor..., he/she will have to ____ an application form.  

A. fill in   B. find out   C. log on  D. send off 



14. After failing many times in ____ a new dish, she made a decision ____. 

A. creating/giving up  B. to create/to give up  C. to create/give up D. creating/to give up  

15. My father made a determined effort ____ a new company.  

A. to setting up B. to set up   C. setting up  D. set up  

16. When getting into troubles, Jack never ____ on other people for help. He always solves them on his own.  

A. determines   B. influences   C. relies  D. manages  

17. He suffered ____ serious depression after losing his beloved pet.  

A. in    B. from   C. with   D. for  

18. Many parents are worried that their children will get involved ____ a romantic relationship in their teenage 

years.  

A. for    B. in    C. on   D. with  

19. Some people are meant to fall in love ____ each other but not meant to be together.  

A. for    B. in    C. on   D. with  

20. Although my best friend now lives in Da Nang, we still try to keep in touch ____ each other.  

A. for    B. on    C. up to  D. with  

21. After the visit to that special school, we ____ friends with some students with reading disabilities.  

A. acquainted   B. had   C. made  D. realised  

22. One aim of the International Day of Persons with Disabilities is to further ____ awareness of disability 

issues.  

A. raise   B. rise   C. increase   D. pull  

23. Traditionally, it was family members within the extended family who took ____ for elderly care.  

A. advantages   B. care  C. responsibility   D. time  

24. If you choose to study abroad, you have to live ____ from home.  

A. on    B. away  C. in   D. up 

25. My father used to ____ a lot of challenges before establishing his own insurance company.  

A. provide   B. enjoy  C. give   D. face  

 

I.3.3: Collocations and simple idioms: 

Collocations: 

1. I'd like to _______ a small donation in my mother's name. 

A. devote B. dedicate C. make D. create 

2. He _______ a very generous contribution to our church restoration appeal. 

A. shown B. made C. reached D. took 

3. Putting up some new wallpaper has _______ all the difference to the place. 

A. made B. created C. taken D. kept 

4. We don’t get on well with each other because we don't really _______ much in common. 

A. get B. take C. turn D. have 

5. If we could all _______ an effort to keep this office tidier it would help. 

A. take B. make C. create D. cause 

6. The other children were always _______ fun of him because he was fat and wore glasses. 

A. taking B. making C. having D. getting 

7. I will consult colleagues before _______ a final decision about how to proceed. 

A. making B. doing C. taking D. keeping 

8. After the visit to that special school, we ____ friends with some students with reading disabilities.  

A. acquainted   B. had   C. made  D. realised  

9. I’m sure you’ll have no_______the exam. 

A. difficulty passing   B. difficulties to pass 

C. difficulty to pass   D. difficulties of passing 

Question 132: Make sure you_______us a visit when you are in town again 

A. pay   B. have  C. give   D. do 

10. The medical community continues to______progress in the fight against cancer. 

A. speed  B. make  C. do   D. take 

11. Don’t forget______goodbye to the interviewer before leaving the office. 

A. saying  B. telling  C. to tell  D. to say 

12. In my company, the director deputy usually ______the responsibility for organizing meetings and 

conferences. 

A. makes  B. gets   C. becomes  D. takes 

13. Why don’t you make it bigger and more careful to ______people’s attention? 



A. raise  B. attract  C. make  D. keep 

14. All nations should______hands to work out a plan to solve the problem of global warming. 

A. join   B. hold   C. shake  D. lend 

15. Population explosion seems to surpass the ability of the earth to______the demand for food. 

A. make  B. need  C. have  D. meet 

 

Simple idioms: 

1. Parents are always willing to lend a sympathetic ____ to their children when they have problems.  

A. hand   B. ear   C. eye   D. paw  

2. If you are lucky, it will be love at first ____. 

A. look   B. see    C. sight  D. site 

3. His youngest daughter was the ____ of his eye.  

A. apple     B. honey   C. sweet  D. strawberry  

4. We’re over the _____! Who wouldn’t be? We’ve won $1 million! 

A. moon B. Planet C. clouds D. stars  

5. I’ve never really enjoyed going to the ballet or the opera; they’re not my _____. 

A. cup of tea B. Piece of cake C. sweets and candy D. biscuit  

6. The poor child was in floods of _______ because his bicycle had been stolen. 

A. sorrow B. tears C. sadness D. upset 

7.  I can’t go out this morning. I’m up to _____ in reports. 

A. eye B. ears C. feet D. fingers 

8. I don't know what to say to break the ____ with someone I've just met at the party.  

A. air    B. ice    C. leg   D. rule  

9. My mother doesn't ______ eye to eye with my father sometimes. 

A. see   B. glance  C. look   D. agree 

10. To______green is to practise simple green lifestyles, which helps save the planet for further generation. 

A. go   B. act   C. make  D. get 

11. The tiger is_______of extinction. It is difficult to find them in the wild. 

A. on the wing     B. on the rocks 

C. on the verge    D. on the ground 

12. You will be home and______in the interview if you have good qualifications and wide experience. 

A. high   B. dry   C. house  D. way 

13. Jim didn't break the vase on______, but he was still punished for his carelessness. 

A. occasion  B. chance  C. intention  D. purpose 

14. My uncle was_______ill last summer; however, fortunately, he is now making a slow but steady recovery. 

A. seriously  B. deeply  C. fatally  D. critically 

15. This is_______the most difficult job I've ever had to do. 

A. by chance  B. by myself   C. by far  D. by heart 

 

 

II. READING 

Read the passage and fill in the blank by choosing A, B, C or D.  

 A new report from the Pew Research Center (1) ______  most Americans think online dating is a good 

way to meet people. Almost 60 per cent of Internet users said there is nothing wrong with trying to find a partner 

(2) ______   the Internet. Around one in ten Americans has used online dating services. About 11 per cent of 

people who started a long-term relationship in the past decade met their partner online. (3) ______  , 32 percent 

of the interviewees think the Internet does not help with marriage.  

 Sociologist Dr. Kevin Lewis of the University of California told the USA Today newspaper that women 

must remain cautious about online dates. He said: "There are lots of guys (4) ______   build flashy profiles but 

they are not honest." He said men can have problems finding a date, too. "They can't get a woman to respond 

because women receive so many messages." The Pew Report also warned people to be careful about those who 

tell lies about themselves online. Online (5) ______   are suggested to spend time understanding their dates 

before they decide to meet face to face. 

1. A. speaks   B. talks  C. tells  D. says 

2. A. on   B. in   C. of   D. at 

3. A. Therefore  B. Besides  C. Although  D. However 

4. A. whom   B. which  C. whose  D. who 

5. A. dates   B. daters  C.datings  D. dated 



Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions.  
     There are many proverbs about friends and friendship, such as “True friendship is like sound health; the value 

of it is seldom known until it is lost”, and “A real friend is someone who walks in when the rest of the world 

walks out”. When you read these quotes, stop and think about your friendship. Do you and your friends act in a 

caring way towards one another, do you respect them and do they respect you, but most of all do you value the 

relationship and love spending time together? Friendship is more than just hanging out together and gossiping 

about other people. True friendship is when two people have mutual respect for one another, and really care 

about the each other’s feelings and dreams. You need to be able to be honest with your friends. If there is ever a 

time when you feel that you cannot tell them the truth, for fear that they will be mad or will not understand, and 

then they are not true friends. Friends share with each other important things that they would not share with 

others. Friends also care about each other, stick up for one another and enjoy spending time together.  

1. The passage is about________.  

A. a friend  B. friendship  

C. proverbs about friends and friendship D. caring for friends 

2. The author advised us________.  

A. not to tell a secret to a friend B. to respect our friends 

C. not to tell a friend about important things  D. to make friends to gossip 

3. The word "it" in the paragraph refers to ____. 

A. true friendship  B. the value 

C. sound health  D. a proverb 

4. Which sentence is NOT true? 

A. Dishonesty is needed for true friendship.  B. We should be honest with our friends.  

C. We can share important things with a friend.  D. Friends should respect each other.  

5. Which of these can be used to describe true friendship? 

A. Be honest and be mad  B. Hang out and gossip   

C. Have lunch and gossip  D. Trust, respect and share 

 

III. WRITING 

III.1. Error identification: 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions.  

1. I stayed (A) up late (B) last night because I mustn't  (C) go to school on (D) Sunday.  

2. We ought to not (A) play football as (B) it's raining (C) outside (D). 

3. If you want (A) some useful advice (B), you have better (C) talk to your parents about (D) your problem.  

4. We shouldn't (A) make an appointment with (B) this doctor. You can (C) see him whenever you want (D). 

5. Look at the sky, it is going to (A) rain. Thus (B), you must (C) bring along (D) a raincoat. 

6. As (A) our teacher said yesterday, we ought to not (B) worry about (C) the mid-term test. Take (D) it easy. 

7. Despite (A) having a little (B) chance to win, you should (C) give up your dream of (D) becoming a star.  

8. The professor told (A) me that we should (B) give this assignment in by (C) Thursday at the latest (D). 

9. You have to (A) apply for (B) this position as soon as (C) possible since (D) it has only three vacancies.  

10. My advice (A) is you have to (B) consider carefully before (C) making (D) the final decision.  

11. It (A) was this dog that (B) her father hits (C) in the yard (D). 

12. It was his girlfriend (A) who (B) makes (C) some candies for (D) his birthday’s party. 

13. It was (A) last week when (B) Tom passed (C) the test (D). 

14. It was (A) Hanoi where (B) we were born (C) in (D). 

15. It were (A) the doors (B) that (C) were cleaned this morning (D). 

16. It is (A) I that used to like (B) climbing up (C) trees and pick fruits (D). 

17. It (A) was the earthquake that (B) has destroyed (C) everything two years ago (D). 

18. It was (A) my student’s bad behavior which (B) made (C) me sad (D) yesterday morning. 

19. It is (A) the man that (B) gave her (C) the book (D). 

20. It were (A) you who (B) gave her a bunch (C) of roses (D) last week. 

 

III.2. Sentence transformation: 

Rewrite the following sentences and add the available modal verbs to the appropriate position.  

1. If you go swimming in the sea, you wear a life jacket. (ought to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. I will tell you my secret, but you tell anyone. (mustn't)  



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. You spend too much time playing computer games. You stop that. (must)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Phuong loves chocolate, but she eat too much, or she will gain weight. (oughtn't to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. We wear helmets when we ride a motorbike. (have to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. I book the tickets in advance. (don't have to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. Alia, you say rude words like that. (mustn't)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. We play table tennis. We can play chess instead. (don't have to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9. Children put their hands into sockets. That is very dangerous. (mustn't)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. Doctors sometimes work at the weekends and on national holidays. (have to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

11. I advise him to stop wasting money on lottery. (ought to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

12. It's necessary for you to finish your homework before going to bed. (must)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

13. It isn't necessary for you to bring food and drink for lunch. (have to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

14. Fishing is not allowed in this park. (must)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

15. Every receptionist in our hotel is obliged to wear a uniform. (have to)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Rewrite the following sentences using cleft-sentences.  

1. We had a wonderful party in the garden.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Mary is very depressed about the result of the examination.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. The boys play football in the schoolyard every afternoon.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. The poor girl won first prize in the singing competition.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. My friend gave me a present at my birthday party.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. We really enjoy doing volunteer work.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. Hung is in the romantic relationship with Mai.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. He bought two houses on Nguyen Trai Street at the age of 25.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9. Students usually ask the teacher a lot of interesting questions.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. My mom is making some cakes for our dinner.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

11. He spent his summer vacation in Da Lat.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

12. Candidates all over the world took part in the competition with great enthusiasm.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

13. He gains impressive achievements at the age of 20.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

14. Mary made a great contribution to her husband's success.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

15. Most parents are willing to lend their ear to their children.  



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Rewrite each sentence using "noun/ adj + to V" and the given word in brackets.  

1. She is excited that she gets first prize in the competition. (excited)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. My mother was very surprised when she heard that I had won a lottery. (surprised)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. I was very happy that I met my long-lost friend again. (happy)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. She is determined that she can find the best solution for this serious problem. (determined)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. That room needs cleaning by Ms. Laura this afternoon. (necessary)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. Linda finds it interesting to study and listen to music at the same time. (interesting)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7. Mary is kind because she helps the poor and the disabled. (kind)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. Peter is clever when he chooses to work in Nancy's team. (clever)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9. Finally, she decided to take part in the talk show for young people. (decision)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. Mark always tries to finish his homework on time. (attempt)  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

11. Lan is excited that she wins the first prize in the competition. (excited) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

12. My wife was very surprised when she heard that I had won a lottery. (surprised) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

13. I was very happy that I met my old friends again. (happy) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

14. They want to beat US, but that seems unrealistic. (goal) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

15. Tim always tries hard to finish his homework on time. (effort) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

III.3. Theme writing: 

III.3.1. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about the three most important rules that your parents often apply 

to you. For each rule, give a reason why your parents want to do it. 

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- Study hard and seriously 

- Respect the elderly 

- Do housework and other home duties 

III.3.2. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph abouta problem that you had at school.  

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- What the problem was 

-  How you dealt with  

-  Who you asked for helping  

-  What advice they gave you 

III.3.3. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph abouta problem that you had at home.  

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- What the problem was 

-  How you dealt with  

-  Who you asked for helping  

-  What advice they gave you 

III.3.4. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about the three most important skills you need in order to be 

independent and explain why you choose these skills. 



You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- Problem solving skills 

- Communication skills  

- Time-management skills 

III.3.5. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about advantages of living in an extended family. 

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- Financial savings 

- Helping each other with housework 

- Being more convenient in taking care of family members 
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A. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM:(7,5 điểm) 

I. Listening (2.5P) 

Part 1: Listen to the conversation between Carol and Andy and decide whether the following 

sentences are true or false (1.25p). 

 

Question 1. Carol's parents always care about her safety. 

A. True  B. X   B. False  D. X 

Question  2. That Carol's parents keep calling her when she's away from home annoys her. 

A. True  B. False  C. X   D. X 

Question 3. In Carol's opinion, her parents are both unsympathetic and narrow-minded. 

A. True  B. X   C. False  D. X 

Question 4. Andy and his parents used to have a good relationship, but now things have changed. 

A. X   B. X   B. False  D. True 

Question 5. Andy's parents let him do everything he wants. 

A. True  B. False  C. X   D. X 

 

Part 2: Listen to the conversation between John and Mary and choose the best answer A, B, C or D 

(1.25p). 

 

Question 6. What kind of clothes does John want to wear? 

A. shiny trousers  B. ripped jeans  C. casual clothes D. skinny trousers 

Question 7.  What is Mary's opinion about John's style? 

A. She thinks that his parents are right as John is a student. 

B. She thinks that it is time for John to change his style. 

C. She opposes John’s style. 

D. She sympathizes with John. 

Question 8. What does Mary think John should do? 

A. He should talk to his parents and explain that he has his own style. 

B. He shouldn't care about his parents' opinion and wear what he likes. 

C. He should listen to his parents' advice. 

D. He shouldn’t listen to his parents’ advice. 

Question 9. What does Mary dislike about her parents? 

A. They oppose her romantic relationship. 

B. They ask her to follow in their footsteps. 

C. They don’t let her do what she likes. 

D. They keep complaining about my responsibility for the housework. 

Question 10. Why can't Mary help her mother with household chores? 

A. She wants to go out with her friends. 

B. She has never done housework before. 

C. She is too busy with homework and school activities. 

D. She is afraid of doing the housework. 

 

II. Language (2.5P) 

Part 1. Phonology: Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. (0.5P) 

Question 11.  A. adopt   B. involve   C. stroll   D. follow  

Question 12.  A. discount   B. observe   C. safari  D. scuba-diving  
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Part 2. Grammar: Choose the word or phrase A, B, C, or D that best completes the sentences. 

Question 13. According to the school regulations, you__________go to school on time on the weekday. 

A. should  B. ought to  C. have to  D. don’t have to 

Question 14. Jane __________ so pleased to have won the competition.   

A. looked  B. saw   C. seemed  D. turned  

Question 15__________is a decisive factor in giving up smoking.  

A. Determined  B. Determination  C. Time management   D. Reaction  

Question 16. How do you _______ during boring lectures? 

      A. stay away B. stay out C. stay on D. stay awake 

Question 17. Using smart phones in class can distract students __________ studying. 

      A. for B. to C. with D. from 

Question 18. The Internet has enabled people to ___________ with each other more quickly. 

     A. interconnect B. interlink C. interact D. intervene 

Question 19. I'd like to __________a small donation in my mother's name. 

      A. devote B. dedicate C. make D. create 

Question 20. We’re over the __________! Who wouldn’t be? We’ve won $1 million! 

          A. moon B. Planet C. clouds D. stars  

 

III. Reading. 2.5P 

Part 1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. (1.25P) 

Despite complaints about the widening generation gap in modern society, in an increasing number of 

(21) _______, the generation gap is shrinking or disappearing thanks (22)______changes in parents’ 

attitudes and behavior. Parents also want to be closer to their teenager children. 

A lot of parents have changed their approach to discipline. Instead of (23)_______ their children to 

do things in a very controlling way, parents try to reason with their children and explain what they expect 

them to do and why. 

It is also true that family members have become more open to each other. Topics such as sex and 

drugs, (24)__________ used to be avoided in family conversations, are now more common.  

(25) _________, parents nowadays are more youthful in appearance and attitudes.  It is common to 

see parents joining in activities such as rollerblading or in-line skating with their children. 

 

Question 21. A. households  B. childcare  C. footsteps  D. viewpoints 

Question 22. A. of    B. for    C. to   D. with 

Question 23. A. forcing  B. force   C. to force   D. forced   

Question 24. A. which  B. who   C. whose  D. when  

Question 25. A. However  B. For example C. Nevertheless D. In addition 

 

Part 2: Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer. 

(1.25P) 

There was a man who had four sons. He wanted his sons to learn not to judge things too quickly. So he 

sent them each on a quest, in turn, to go and look at a pear tree that was a great distance away. The first son 

went in the winter, the second in the spring, the third in summer, and the youngest son in the fall. When they 

had all gone and come back, he called them together to describe what they had seen. 

The first son said that the tree was ugly, bent, and twisted. The second son said no – it was covered with 

green buds and full of promise. The third son disagreed, he said it was laden with blossoms that smelled so 

sweet and looked so beautiful, it was the most graceful thing he had ever seen. The last son disagreed with 

all of them; he said it was ripe and drooping with fruit, full of life and fulfilment. 

The man then explained to his sons that they were all right, because they had each seen but one season in 

the tree’s life. He told them that you cannot judge a tree, or a person, by only one season, and that the 

essence of who they are – and the pleasure, joy, and love that come from that life – can only be measured at 

the end, when all the seasons are up. If you give up when it’s winter, you will miss the promise of your 

spring, the beauty of your summer, fulfilment of your fall. 

Don’t judge a life by one difficult season. Don’t let the pain of one season destroy the joy of all the rest. 

(source: https://www.beliefnet.com) 
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Question 32. Which best serves as the title for the passage? 

 A. The Seasons of Life  B. The Observation of a Tree 

 C. Father and Four Sons  D. Love all the Seasons in a Year  

Question 33. According to the paragraph 2, what did the second son see in his turn? 

 A. The tree was gloomy, withered and crooked. 

 B. The tree was in buds and full of promise. 

 C. The tree was blossoming and gave off a sweet scent.  

 D. The tree was bountifully fruitful, brimming with life force.  

Question 34. Why did the man ask his sons to go and look at a tree in different seasons? 

 A. He didn’t want his sons to judge things too quickly. 

 B. He wanted his sons to describe a tree in different seasons.  

 C. He wanted his sons to learn more about trees.   

 D. He wanted his sons to learn more about nature and people.   

Question 35. The word “they” in paragraph 3 refers to __________. 

 A. the four sons B. green buds C. trees, people  D. the pleasure, joy and love  

Question 36. According to the paragraph 4, what is NOT the lesson the father wanted to teach his children 

EXCEPT__________? 

 A. Moral lessons can come from the most unexpected and ordinary things. 

 B. No matter what season it is outside, you always have to cherish it. 

 C. The old age of humans is similar to the winter of nature.  

 D. Persevere through the difficulties and better times are sure to come sometime sooner or later. 

 

IV. Writing. (2.5P)  

Part 1. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions (0.5P). 
Question 19. You haven’t to type your essay, but if you want, you can do it.  

  A. haven’t to  B. your essay  C. but if  D. it 

Question 20. It was true friendship that people all want to build up in their lives. 

A. was   B. that   C. to build up  D. in their lives 

 

B. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN: (2.0P) 

Part 2: Rewrite the sentences, using the given cues, so that the meaning stays the same.  (1.0P) 

Question 31. If I were you, I would spend more time talking with my children. (should) 

→ ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 33.  The man gave her the book. (Cleft sentence) 

→ ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 36. She has always wanted to visit the UK that has made her work harder at her English language 

skills. (wish) 

→ ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 35. Parents can help build a child’s independence by encouraging good habits. It’s very important. 

(using the to-infinitive) 

→ ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Part 3. Writing a paragraph (1.0P) 

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about a problem that you had at home.   

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- What the problem was 

-  How you dealt with  

-  Who you asked for helping  

-  What advice they gave you 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

… 
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I. LANGUAGE 

I.1. Phonology: 

1. A. laughs   B. drops   C. maintains   D. imports  

2. A. justice   B. campus   C. culture   D. brush  

3. A. century   B. culture   C. secure   D. applicant 

4. A. sale   B. chalk   C. date   D. plane  

5. A. walk   B. call    C. take   D. talk  

6. A. date   B. face   C. page   D. map  

7. A. find   B. think   C. drive   D. mind  

8. A. listens   B. reviews   C. protects   D. enjoys  

9. A. delays   B. begins   C. attracts   D. believes  

10. A. dream   B. wear   C. treat   D. mean  

11. A. attacks   B. medals   C. concerns   D. fingers  

12. A. builds   B. destroys   C. occurs   D. prevents  

13. A. dumb   B. shut   C. sunny   D. tube  

14. A. but    B. bury   C. nut    D. young  

15. A. measure   B. decision   C. permission   D. pleasure  

16. A. dose   B. chose   C. close   D. lose  

17. A. position   B. oasis   C. desert   D. resort  

18. A. stone   B. zone   C. phone   D. none  

19. A. give   B. five    C. hive   D. dive  

20. A. study  B. ready  C. puppy  D. occupy 

 

I.2. Grammar: 

I. 2.1.  Modal verbs: 

1. All students ____ wear uniforms at school because it is a rule. 

A. should  B. have to   C. ought to    D. must 

2. You ____ finish your homework before you go to bed.  

A. must   B. have to   C. should   D. ought to  

3. This drink isn't beneficial for health. You ____ drink it too much. 

A. should   B. ought to not  C. ought not to   D. mustn't  

4. This warning sign indicates that you ____ step on the grass.  

A. shouldn't   B. mustn't   C. don't have to   D. ought not to  

5. I think you ____ do exercise regularly in order to keep your body in good shape.  

A. must  B. should   C. ought to    D. Both B and C 

6. I will lend you some money, but you ____ pay it back to me next week.  

A. should   B. have to  C. must   D. mustn't  

7. Hoa ____ feed the cats because her mother has done it already.  

A. has to   B. doesn't have to  C. must  D. Both A and C  

8. Those audiences ____ show their tickets before entering the concert hall.  

A. have to   B. must  C. ought to    D. don't have to  

9. The children ____ spend too much time playing computer games. 

A. mustn't   B. ought to not  C. shouldn't   D. Both B and C  

10. In case you're suffered from the injury, you ____ see the doctor today.  

A. had better   B. must  C. ought   D. have better  

11. Water park is free for kids under 6 years old, so you ____ pay money for your son.  

A. have to   B. mustn't  C. should   D. don't have to  

12. You look totally exhausted. You ____ take a rest instead of working overtime.  

A. should   B. ought  C. must   D. has better  

13. Anyone ____ have a passport, even a visa when travelling all around the world.  

A. ought to   B. must  C. should   D. has to  

14. In the peak season, travellers ____ book their accommodation in advance.  



A. have to   B. must  C. should    D. ought  

15. My car broke down yesterday, so I ____ catch a taxi to the office.  

A. have to   B. had better   C. had to   D. has to  

16. We ____ eat as much fruit as possible in order to get enough vitamins for our bodies.  

A. had better   B. should  C. ought to    D. All are correct  

17. You ____ tell anyone what I've revealed to you. It's still a secret.  

A. mustn't   B. had better not   C. ought not to  D. don't have to  

18. If you still want to maintain this relationship, you ____ behave improperly like that. 

A. ought to not  B. ought not to   C. mustn't   D. don't have to  

19. When playing or swimming in the pool, children ____ be accompanied by their parents.  

A. should   B. must  C. don't have to   D. have to  

20. We ____ go to work by car. Sky train is a wise choice during rush hour.  

A. ought to   B. mustn't  C. shouldn't    D. have to 

 

I.2.2. Linking verbs:  

1. What's the matter? You look ____. 

A. happily   B. sadly  C. unhappy   D. unhappily  

2. I have been very ____ up to this point, but I am going to lose my temper if you don't find my baggage 

immediately. 

A. impatiently  B. impatient   C. patient   D. patiently  

3. You seem more ____ now. 

A. relaxed   B. relax   C. relaxing   D. relaxingly  

4. These watermelons were ____ sweet.  

A. excepting   B. exception   C. exceptional  D. exceptionally  

5. The cake tastes ____. 

A. good   B. goodly   C. well   D. badly  

6. That kitten's fur ____ so soft.  

A. looks   B. sounds   C. smells  D. tastes  

7. The waves crashed on the shore where they ____ cool on my hot feet.  

A. appeared   B. felt   C. looked   D. sounded  

8. The milk went ____ within seven days from opening.  

A. bad    B. badly   C. best   D. well  

9. You can't blame an automaker for wanting to design a car that looks ____, even if it doesn't have what it takes 

under the hood.  

A. fast    B. fastly  C. quick  D. quickly  

10. My darling, you looked ____ in that dress. 

A. beauty   B. beautify   C. beautiful   D. beautifully 

11. She looked ____ around for a weapon. 

A. desperate   B. desperating  C. desperately   D. desperation  

12. Nicole grew ____ from the hours of overtime at work. It became quite ____ that she needed a long vacation.  

A. tired/obvious B. tired/obviously  C. tiredly/obvious  D. tiredly/obviously  

13. The young girl sing ____.  

A. amazing good B. amazing well  C. amazingly good  D. amazingly well  

14. She said she would become a ____ singer ____. 

A. famous/quick B. famous/quickly  C. famously/quick  D. famously/quickly  

15. The skies became ____ as the moon moved between the Earth and the Sun.  

A. surprising dark B. surprising darkly  C. surprisingly dark  D. surprisingly darkly  

 

I.2.3. To-infinitive after certain Adj and Noun: 

1. It is necessary ____ for that book.  

A. to look    B. looking    C. look  

2. It is very simple to ____ this machine.  

A. to use    B. used    C. use  

3. She was excited ____ a letter from her mother last week.  

A. to receive    B. receive    C. receiving  

4. We are very surprised to ____ Peter at the party.  

A. seeing    B. see     C. seen  

5. Your handwriting is ____. 



A. hard to read   B. hard for reading   C. hardly to read  

6. She has the ____ well with work pressure.  

A. able to cope   B. ability for coping   C. ability to cope  

7. Susan made a great effort ____ all homework before the deadline but it was in vain.  

A. for accomplishment  B. to accomplish   C. accomplish  

8. Jack harbors an ambition ____ an inspiring teacher  

A. being    B. be     C. to be  

9. It is important ____ us to hand in the report on time.  

A. to     B. for     C. of  

10. It is ____ of him to help the poor.  

A. generous    B. generously    C. generosity  

11. My parents are glad ____ my success in finding a job after graduation.  

A. to see   B. seeing  C. see   D. saw  

12. It isn't ____ for him to take charge of the financial burden on his family. 

A. boring   B. expensive   C. easy   D. mind 

13. My teacher always gives me advice ____ suitable career in the future. 

A. choosing  B. to choose   C. choose   D. not to choose 

14. We're ____ to announce that you were selected to be our new faculty manager. 

A. happily   B. unhappy   C. happiness   D. happy 

15. It is unnecessary for ____ to do this task. It's not ours.  

A. we   B. us    C. they   D. our 

16. She left a message with a request ____ in the contract. 

A. not to sign   B. not sign   C. to not sign    D. don't sign 

17. I found it truly ____ to hear that Mr. Kim had been appointed to the committee. 

A. surprise   B. surprised   C. surprising   D. surprisingly 

18. Don't be afraid ____ me if you have any further queries. 

A. not to ask   B. asking  C. to asking   D. to ask 

19. It's ____ for us to submit the project on time as it's really difficult.  

A. possible   B. simple  C. impossible    D. Both B and C  

20. It would be unreasonable ____ him ____ you money if you didn't pay it back.  

A. to expect/lend B. to expect/to lend   C. expect/to lend  D. expecting/lend  

 

I.3. Vocabulary: 

I.3.1. Words in context + Word choice 

1. I live in a/an ____ with my parents and my elder sister in the coastal area. 

A. extended family  B. nuclear family 

C. extended house  D. nuclear house 

2. One advantage of living in a/an ____ is to strengthen relationship between young children and adults. 

A. nuclear family  B. nuclear house 

C. extended family  D. extended house 

3. In my opinion, family members are responsible for ____. 

A. the housework  B. the chores  C. homework  D. A and B 

4. In a nuclear family, both mother and father have responsibility for housekeeping and ____. 

A. child care  B. homework  C. childcare  D. generation gap 

5. Four generations living in the same roof will have different ____ of lifestyle.  

A. gaps   B. rules  C. manners   D. viewpoints  

6. Luckily, my parents are always willing to listen to my new ideas. They're very ____. 

A. narrow-minded B. open-minded  C. elegant  D. careful  

7. My mother ____ me from going home after 10 p.m. every day.  

A. forbids   B. allows  C. lets   D. All are correct  

8. Anna often dresses ____ when going to the parties in order to attract her friends' attention. 

A. plainly   B. properly   C. flashily   D. soberly  

9. We're surprised by Joe's ____ every Monday. He changes it at least 4 times a month. 

A. hairstyle   B. lifestyle   C. viewpoint   D. manner  

10. I rarely eat ____ and drink ____ because they're not food for health.  

A. snack/energy drink     B. fast food/juice       C. fruit/alcoholic drink D. junk food/soft drink  

11. Generation ____ is the difference in the thoughts and viewpoints amongst generations living together.  

A. distance   B. gap   C. space.   D. All are correct  



12. My parents don't let me get married until I graduate from university and they never ____ their mind about 

that.  

A. keep   B. impose   C. focus  D. change  

13. The ____ arises when Jack and his parents have considerable disagreement on his choice of university.  

A. discrimination B. conflict   C. agreement  D. gap  

14. I do morning exercise and play volleyball regularly so as to keep ____ and be healthier.  

A. fit    B. good shape   C. healthy  D. strong  

15. I wish I could do something to reduce financial ____ on my parents.  

A. capital   B. burden  C. limit   D.  gap  

16. ____ is a decisive factor in giving up smoking.  

A. Determined  B. Determination  C. Time management   D. Reaction  

17. Men are often attracted by ____ girls in heavy make-up.  

A. flash   B. flashlight   C. flashy   D. flashily  

18. With the outstanding talent and skills, he is one of the most ____ candidates for the presidency. 

A. flashy   B. mature   C. potential   D. trivial  

19. Due to financial conflict over years, they decided to get ____. 

A. divorced   B. engaged   C. married   D. proposed  

20. Many husbands and wives can't remember why they ever got ____ in the first place because they no longer 

have anything in common. 

A. divorced   B. engaged  C. married   D. proposed  

21. Parents are always willing to lend a sympathetic ____ to their children when they have problems.  

A. hand   B. ear   C. eye   D. paw  

22. Everyone can help the needy by making a ____ to a charity organisation.  

A. donate   B. donation   C. donor  D. donating  

23. We couldn't hear anything because of the ____ noise of the drums the next-door neighbours were playing.  

A. deaf   B. deafen  C. deafening   D. deafness  

24. ____ believe that some of the happiest people in the world are those who help to bring happiness to others. 

A. Voluntary   B. Voluntarily   C. Volunteer    D. Volunteers  

25. During summer holidays, university students are willing to take part in providing education for children in 

remote and ____ areas.  

A. mountain   B. mountainous   C. mountaineer   D. mountaineering  

 

I.3.2. Phrasal verbs + Prepositions: 

1. After graduating from university, I want to ____ my father's footsteps. 

A. follow in  B. succeed in  C. go after  D. keep up 

2. My grandpa is the most conservative person in my family. He never ____ about way of life. 

A. gives his opinion  B. changes his mind 

C. gives his view  D. keeps in mind 

3. I was tired and couldn't ____ on doing my research project properly.  

A. concentrate  B. look   C. pay attention D. Both A and C  

4. He____ as girls change their clothes. 

A. bridges the gap  B. changes his mind  C. betrays   D. reacts  

5. Their close friendship ____ a romantic relationship.  

A. brings about  B. puts up  C. takes over   D. turns into  

6. It's time I ____ and raised a family. 

A. carried on   B. grew up   C. settled down  D. worked out  

7. She says she has kissed and ____ up with Nigel, and the reunion was a fun night.  

A. caught   B. done  C. made  D. took  

8. People with disabilities always need to be ____ after.  

A. asked   B. cared  C. looked  D. taken 

9. Many students with visual impairments in regular schools cannot participate in school activities, thereby being 

left ____. 

A. again   B. lonely   C. behind  D. over 

10. Many people who took part in the fight ____ illiteracy considered it an honourable job to help others. 

A. against  B. back   C. for    D. with 

11. The lottery winner was willing to spend a considerable sum of money to ____ to charity to help those in 

need. 

A. give away   B. give in   C. give back   D. give up 



12. The volunteer team ____ students with various visual, hearing, physical and cognitive impairments every 

two months to give them both financial and spiritual support. 

A. call back   B. call off   C. call on   D. call out  

13. If one wants to take part in volunteer organisations such as Green Summer Camp, Green Saturday 

Movement, Blood Donor..., he/she will have to ____ an application form.  

A. fill in   B. find out   C. log on  D. send off 

14. After failing many times in ____ a new dish, she made a decision ____. 

A. creating/giving up  B. to create/to give up  C. to create/give up D. creating/to give up  

15. My father made a determined effort ____ a new company.  

A. to setting up B. to set up   C. setting up  D. set up  

16. When getting into troubles, Jack never ____ on other people for help. He always solves them on his own.  

A. determines   B. influences   C. relies  D. manages  

17. He suffered ____ serious depression after losing his beloved pet.  

A. in    B. from   C. with   D. for  

18. Many parents are worried that their children will get involved ____ a romantic relationship in their teenage 

years.  

A. for    B. in    C. on   D. with  

19. Some people are meant to fall in love ____ each other but not meant to be together.  

A. for    B. in    C. on   D. with  

20. Although my best friend now lives in Da Nang, we still try to keep in touch ____ each other.  

A. for    B. on    C. up to  D. with  

21. My Dad is always willing to give a hand______cleaning the house. 

A. in   B. with   C. of   D. about 

22. One aim of the International Day of Persons with Disabilities is to further ____ awareness of disability 

issues.  

A. raise   B. rise   C. increase   D. pull  

23. Traditionally, it was family members within the extended family who took ____ for elderly care.  

A. advantages   B. care  C. responsibility   D. time  

24. If you choose to study abroad, you have to live ____ from home.  

A. on    B. away  C. in   D. up 

25. My father used to ____ a lot of challenges before establishing his own insurance company.  

A. provide   B. enjoy  C. give   D. face  

 

I.3.3: Collocations and simple idioms: 

Collocations: 

1. I'd like to _______ a small donation in my mother's name. 

A. devote B. dedicate C. make D. create 

2. He _______ a very generous contribution to our church restoration appeal. 

A. shown B. made C. reached D. took 

3. Putting up some new wallpaper has _______ all the difference to the place. 

A. made B. created C. taken D. kept 

4. We don’t get on well with each other because we don't really _______ much in common. 

A. get B. take C. turn D. have 

5. If we could all _______ an effort to keep this office tidier it would help. 

A. take B. make C. create D. cause 

6. The other children were always _______ fun of him because he was fat and wore glasses. 

A. taking B. making C. having D. getting 

7. I will consult colleagues before _______ a final decision about how to proceed. 

A. making B. doing C. taking D. keeping 

8. After the visit to that special school, we ____ friends with some students with reading disabilities.  

A. acquainted   B. had   C. made  D. realised  

9. I’m sure you’ll have no_______the exam. 

A. difficulty passing   B. difficulties to pass 

C. difficulty to pass   D. difficulties of passing 

Question 132: Make sure you_______us a visit when you are in town again 

A. pay   B. have  C. give   D. do 

10. The medical community continues to______progress in the fight against cancer. 

A. speed  B. make  C. do   D. take 



11. Don’t forget______goodbye to the interviewer before leaving the office. 

A. saying  B. telling  C. to tell  D. to say 

12. In my company, the director deputy usually ______the responsibility for organizing meetings and 

conferences. 

A. makes  B. gets   C. becomes  D. takes 

13. Why don’t you make it bigger and more careful to ______people’s attention? 

A. raise  B. attract  C. make  D. keep 

14. All nations should______hands to work out a plan to solve the problem of global warming. 

A. join   B. hold   C. shake  D. lend 

15. Population explosion seems to surpass the ability of the earth to______the demand for food. 

A. make  B. need  C. have  D. meet 

 

Simple idioms: 

1. Parents are always willing to lend a sympathetic ____ to their children when they have problems.  

A. hand   B. ear   C. eye   D. paw  

2. If you are lucky, it will be love at first ____. 

A. look   B. see    C. sight  D. site 

3. His youngest daughter was the ____ of his eye.  

A. apple     B. honey   C. sweet  D. strawberry  

4. We’re over the _____! Who wouldn’t be? We’ve won $1 million! 

A. moon B. Planet C. clouds D. stars  

5. I’ve never really enjoyed going to the ballet or the opera; they’re not my _____. 

A. cup of tea B. Piece of cake C. sweets and candy D. biscuit  

6. The poor child was in floods of _______ because his bicycle had been stolen. 

A. sorrow B. tears C. sadness D. upset 

7.  I can’t go out this morning. I’m up to _____ in reports. 

A. eye B. ears C. feet D. fingers 

8. I don't know what to say to break the ____ with someone I've just met at the party.  

A. air    B. ice    C. leg   D. rule  

9. My mother doesn't ______ eye to eye with my father sometimes. 

A. see   B. glance  C. look   D. agree 

10. To______green is to practise simple green lifestyles, which helps save the planet for further generation. 

A. go   B. act   C. make  D. get 

11. The tiger is_______of extinction. It is difficult to find them in the wild. 

A. on the wing     B. on the rocks 

C. on the verge    D. on the ground 

12. You will be home and______in the interview if you have good qualifications and wide experience. 

A. high   B. dry   C. house  D. way 

13. Jim didn't break the vase on______, but he was still punished for his carelessness. 

A. occasion  B. chance  C. intention  D. purpose 

14. My uncle was_______ill last summer; however, fortunately, he is now making a slow but steady recovery. 

A. seriously  B. deeply  C. fatally  D. critically 

15. This is_______the most difficult job I've ever had to do. 

A. by chance  B. by myself   C. by far  D. by heart 

 

II. READING 

Read the passage and fill in the blank by choosing A, B, C or D.  

 A new report from the Pew Research Center (1) ______  most Americans think online dating is a good 

way to meet people. Almost 60 per cent of Internet users said there is nothing wrong with trying to find a partner 

(2) ______   the Internet. Around one in ten Americans has used online dating services. About 11 per cent of 

people who started a long-term relationship in the past decade met their partner online. (3) ______  , 32 percent 

of the interviewees think the Internet does not help with marriage.  

 Sociologist Dr. Kevin Lewis of the University of California told the USA Today newspaper that women 

must remain cautious about online dates. He said: "There are lots of guys (4) ______   build flashy profiles but 

they are not honest." He said men can have problems finding a date, too. "They can't get a woman to respond 

because women receive so many messages." The Pew Report also warned people to be careful about those who 

tell lies about themselves online. Online (5) ______   are suggested to spend time understanding their dates 

before they decide to meet face to face. 



1. A. speaks   B. talks  C. tells  D. says 

2. A. on   B. in   C. of   D. at 

3. A. Therefore  B. Besides  C. Although  D. However 

4. A. whom   B. which  C. whose  D. who 

5. A. dates   B. daters  C.datings  D. dated 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions . (1.25P) 
     There are many proverbs about friends and friendship, such as “True friendship is like sound health; the value 

of it is seldom known until it is lost”, and “A real friend is someone who walks in when the rest of the world 

walks out”. When you read these quotes, stop and think about your friendship. Do you and your friends act in a 

caring way towards one another, do you respect them and do they respect you, but most of all do you value the 

relationship and love spending time together? Friendship is more than just hanging out together and gossiping 

about other people. True friendship is when two people have mutual respect for one another, and really care 

about the each other’s feelings and dreams. You need to be able to be honest with your friends. If there is ever a 

time when you feel that you cannot tell them the truth, for fear that they will be mad or will not understand, and 

then they are not true friends. Friends share with each other important things that they would not share with 

others. Friends also care about each other, stick up for one another and enjoy spending time together.  

1. The passage is about________.  

A. a friend  B. friendship  

C. proverbs about friends and friendship D. caring for friends 

2. The author advised us________.  

A. not to tell a secret to a friend B. to respect our friends 

C. not to tell a friend about important things  D. to make friends to gossip 

3. The word "it" in the paragraph refers to ____. 

A. true friendship  B. the value 

C. sound health  D. a proverb 

4. Which sentence is NOT true? 

A. Dishonesty is needed for true friendship.  B. We should be honest with our friends.  

C. We can share important things with a friend.  D. Friends should respect each other.  

5. Which of these can be used to describe true friendship? 

A. Be honest and be mad  B. Hang out and gossip   

C. Have lunch and gossip  D. Trust, respect and share 

 

III. WRITING 

 

III.1. Error identification: 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions.  

1. I stayed (A) up late (B) last night because I mustn't  (C) go to school on (D) Sunday.  

2. We ought to not (A) play football as (B) it's raining (C) outside (D). 

3. If you want (A) some useful advice (B), you have better (C) talk to your parents about (D) your problem.  

4. We shouldn't (A) make an appointment with (B) this doctor. You can (C) see him whenever you want (D). 

5. Look at the sky, it is going to (A) rain. Thus (B), you must (C) bring along (D) a raincoat. 

6. As (A) our teacher said yesterday, we ought to not (B) worry about (C) the mid-term test. Take (D) it easy. 

7. Despite (A) having a little (B) chance to win, you should (C) give up your dream of (D) becoming a star.  

8. The professor told (A) me that we should (B) give this assignment in by (C) Thursday at the latest (D). 

9. You have to (A) apply for (B) this position as soon as (C) possible since (D) it has only three vacancies.  

10. My advice (A) is you have to (B) consider carefully before (C) making (D) the final decision.  

11. It (A) was this dog that (B) her father hits (C) in the yard (D). 

12. It was his girlfriend (A) who (B) makes (C) some candies for (D) his birthday’s party. 

13. It was (A) last week when (B) Tom passed (C) the test (D). 

14. It was (A) Hanoi where (B) we were born (C) in (D). 

15. It were (A) the doors (B) that (C) were cleaned this morning (D). 

16. It is (A) I that used to like (B) climbing up (C) trees and pick fruits (D). 

17. It (A) was the earthquake that (B) has destroyed (C) everything two years ago (D). 

18. It was (A) my student’s bad behavior which (B) made (C) me sad (D) yesterday morning. 

19. It is (A) the man that (B) gave her (C) the book (D). 

20. It were (A) you who (B) gave her a bunch (C) of roses (D) last week. 



 

III.2. Sentence transformation: 

Rewrite the following sentences and add the available modal verbs to the appropriate position.  

1. If you go swimming in the sea, you wear a life jacket. (ought to)  

If you go swimming in the sea, you ought to wear a life jacket.  

2. I will tell you my secret, but you tell anyone. (mustn't)  

I will tell you my secret, but you mustn't tell anyone. 

3. You spend too much time playing computer games. You stop that. (must)  

You spend too much time playing computer games. You must stop that.  

4. Phuong loves chocolate, but she eat too much, or she will gain weight. (oughtn't to)  

Phuong loves chocolate, but she oughtn't to eat too much, or she will gain weight. 

5. We wear helmets when we ride a motorbike. (have to)  

We have to wear helmets when we ride a motorbike.  

6. I book the tickets in advance. (don't have to)  

I don't have to book the tickets in advance.  

7. Alia, you say rude words like that. (mustn't)  

Alia, you mustn't say rude words like that.  

8. We play table tennis. We can play chess instead. (don't have to)  

We don't have to play table tennis. We can play chess instead.  

9. Children put their hands into sockets. That is very dangerous. (mustn't)  

Children mustn't put their hands into sockets. That is very dangerous.  

10. Doctors sometimes work at the weekends and on national holidays. (have to)  

Doctors sometimes have to work at the weekends and on national holidays.  

11. I advise him to stop wasting money on lottery. (ought to)  

He ought to stop wasting money on lottery. 

12. It's necessary for you to finish your homework before going to bed. (must)  

You must finish your homework before going to bed. 

13. It isn't necessary for you to bring food and drink for lunch. (have to)  

You don’t have to bring food and drink for lunch. 

14. Fishing is not allowed in this park. (must)  

You mustn’t fish in this park. 

15. Every receptionist in our hotel is obliged to wear a uniform. (have to)  

Every receptionist in our hotel has to wear a uniform. 

Rewrite the following sentences using cleft-sentences.  

1. We had a wonderful party in the garden.  

It was in the garden that we had a wonderful party. 

2. Mary is very depressed about the result of the examination.  

It is Mary who/that is very depressed about the result of the examination. 

3. The boys play football in the schoolyard every afternoon.  

It is every afternoon that the boys play football in the schoolyard. 

4. The poor girl won first prize in the singing competition.  

It was first prize that the poor girl won in the singing competition. 

5. My friend gave me a present at my birthday party.  

It was at my birthday party that my friend gave me a present. 

6. We really enjoy doing volunteer work.  

It is volunteer work that we really enjoy doing. 

7. Hung is in the romantic relationship with Mai.  

 It is Mai who/that Hung is in the romantic relationship with. 

8. He bought two houses on Nguyen Trai Street at the age of 25.  

It was at the age of 25 that he bought two houses on Nguyen Trai Street. 

9. Students usually ask the teacher a lot of interesting questions.  

It is the teacher who/that students usually ask a lot of interesting questions. 

10. My mom is making some cakes for our dinner.  

 It is for our dinner that my mom is making some cakes. 

11. He spent his summer vacation in Da Lat.  

It was in Da Lat that he spent his summer vacation.  

12. Candidates all over the world took part in the competition with great enthusiasm.  

It was with great enthusiasm that candidates all over the world took part in the competition.  



13. He gains impressive achievements at the age of 20.  

A. It is at the age of 20 that he gains impressive achievements.  

14. Mary made a great contribution to her husband's success.  

It was Mary who/that made a great contribution to her husband's success.  

15. Most parents are willing to lend their ear to their children.  

It is their children that most parents are willing to lend their ear to.  

Rewrite each sentence using "noun/ adj + to V" and the given word in brackets.  

1. She is excited that she gets first prize in the competition. (excited)  

She is excited to get first prize in the competition. 

2. My mother was very surprised when she heard that I had won a lottery. (surprised)  

My mother was very surprised to hear that I had won a lottery. 

3. I was very happy that I met my long-lost friend again. (happy)  

I was very happy to meet my long-lost friend again. 

4. She is determined that she can find the best solution for this serious problem. (determined)  

She is determined to find the best solution for this serious problem. 

5. That room needs cleaning by Ms. Laura this afternoon. (necessary)  

It is necessary for Ms. Laura to clean that room this afternoon. 

6. Linda finds it interesting to study and listen to music at the same time. (interesting)  

It is interesting for Linda to study and listen to music at the same time. 

7. Mary is kind because she helps the poor and the disabled. (kind)  

It is kind of Mary to help the poor and the disabled. 

8. Peter is clever when he chooses to work in Nancy's team. (clever)  

It is clever of Peter to choose to work in Nancy's team. 

9. Finally, she decided to take part in the talk show for young people. (decision)  

Finally, she made a decision to take part in the talk show for young people. 

10. Mark always tries to finish his homework on time. (attempt)  

Mark always makes an attempt to finish his homework on time. 

11. Lan is excited that she wins the first prize in the competition.(excited) 

Lan is excited to win the first prize in the competition.  

12. My wife was very surprised when she heard that I had won a lottery. (surprised) 

My wife was very surprised to hearthat I had won a lottery. 

13. I was very happy that I met my old friends again. (happy) 

I was very happy to meet my old friends.  

14. They want to beat US, but that seems unrealistic. (goal) 

Their goal to beat us seems unrealistic.  

15. Tim always tries hard to finish his homework on time. (effort) 

Tim always makes every effort to finish his homework on time. 

 

III.3. Theme writing: 

III.3.1. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about the three most important rules that your parents often apply 

to you. For each rule, give a reason why your parents want to do it. 

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- Study hard and seriously 

- Respect the elderly 

- Do housework and other home duties 

III.3.2. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph abouta problem that you had at school.  

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- What the problem was 

-  How you dealt with  

-  Who you asked for helping  

-  What advice they gave you 

III.3.3. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph abouta problem that you had at home.  

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- What the problem was 

-  How you dealt with  



-  Who you asked for helping  

-  What advice they gave you 

III.3.4. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about the three most important skills you need in order to be 

independent and explain why you choose these skills. 

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- Problem solving skills 

- Communication skills  

- Time-management skills 

III.3.5. Writing a paragraph  

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about advantages of living in an extended family. 

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- Financial savings 

- Helping each other with housework 

- Being more convenient in taking care of family members 
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A. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM:(8.0 điểm) 

I. Listening (2.5P) 

Part 1: Listen to the conversation between Carol and Andy and decide whether the following 

sentences are true or false (1.25p). 

 

Question 1. Carol's parents always care about her safety. 

A. True  B. X   B. False  D. X 

Question  2. That Carol's parents keep calling her when she's away from home annoys her. 

A. True  B. False  C. X   D. X 

Question 3. In Carol's opinion, her parents are both unsympathetic and narrow-minded. 

A. True  B. X   C. False  D. X 

Question 4. Andy and his parents used to have a good relationship, but now things have changed. 

A. X   B. X   B. False  D. True 

Question 5. Andy's parents let him do everything he wants. 

A. True  B. False  C. X   D. X 

 

Part 2: Listen to the conversation between John and Mary and choose the best answer A, B, C or D 

(1.25p). 

 

Question 6. What kind of clothes does John want to wear? 

A. shiny trousers  B. ripped jeans  C. casual clothes D. skinny trousers 

Question 7.  What is Mary's opinion about John's style? 

A. She thinks that his parents are right as John is a student. 

B. She thinks that it is time for John to change his style. 

C. She opposes John’s style. 

D. She sympathizes with John. 

Question 8. What does Mary think John should do? 

A. He should talk to his parents and explain that he has his own style. 

B. He shouldn't care about his parents' opinion and wear what he likes. 

C. He should listen to his parents' advice. 

D. He shouldn’t listen to his parents’ advice. 

Question 9. What does Mary dislike about her parents? 

A. They oppose her romantic relationship. 

B. They ask her to follow in their footsteps. 

C. They don’t let her do what she likes. 

D. They keep complaining about my responsibility for the housework. 

Question 10. Why can't Mary help her mother with household chores? 

A. She wants to go out with her friends. 

B. She has never done housework before. 

C. She is too busy with homework and school activities. 

D. She is afraid of doing the housework. 

 

II. Language (2.5P) 

Part 1. Phonology: Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 

the three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 11.  A. adopt   B. involve   C. stroll   D. follow  

Question 12.  A. discount   B. observe   C. safari  D. scuba-diving  
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Part 2. Grammar: Choose the word or phrase A, B, C, or D that best completes the sentences. 

Question 13. According to the school regulations, you__________go to school on time on the weekday. 

A. should  B. ought to  C. have to  D. don’t have to 

Question 14. Jane __________ so pleased to have won the competition.   

A. looked  B. saw   C. seemed  D. turned  

Question 15. __________is a decisive factor in giving up smoking.  

A. Determined  B. Determination  C. Time management   D. Reaction  

Question 16. How do you _______ during boring lectures? 

 A. stay away B. stay out C. stay on D. stay awake 

Question 17. Using smart phones in class can distract students __________ studying. 

 A. for B. to C. with D. from 

Question 18. The Internet has enabled people to ___________ with each other more quickly. 

 A. interconnect B. interlink C. interact D. intervene 

Question 19. I'd like to __________a small donation in my mother's name. 

 A. devote B. dedicate C. make D. create 

Question 20. We’re over the __________! Who wouldn’t be? We’ve won $1 million! 

A. moon B. Planet C. clouds D. stars  

 

III. Reading. 2.5P 

Part 1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. (1.25P) 

Despite complaints about the widening generation gap in modern society, in an increasing number of 

(21) _______, the generation gap is shrinking or disappearing thanks (22)______changes in parents’ 

attitudes and behavior. Parents also want to be closer to their teenager children. 

A lot of parents have changed their approach to discipline. Instead of (23)_______ their children to 

do things in a very controlling way, parents try to reason with their children and explain what they expect 

them to do and why. 

It is also true that family members have become more open to each other. Topics such as sex and 

drugs, (24)__________ used to be avoided in family conversations, are now more common.  

(25) _________, parents nowadays are more youthful in appearance and attitudes.  It is common to 

see parents joining in activities such as rollerblading or in-line skating with their children. 

 

Question 21. A. households  B. childcare  C. footsteps  D. viewpoints 

Question 22. A. of    B. for    C. to   D. with 

Question 23. A. forcing  B. force   C. to force   D. forced   

Question 24. A. which   B. who  C. whose  D. when  

Question 25. A. However  B. For example C. Nevertheless D. In addition 

 

Part 2: Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer. 

(1.25P) 

There was a man who had four sons. He wanted his sons to learn not to judge things too quickly. So he 

sent them each on a quest, in turn, to go and look at a pear tree that was a great distance away. The first son 

went in the winter, the second in the spring, the third in summer, and the youngest son in the fall. When they 

had all gone and come back, he called them together to describe what they had seen. 

The first son said that the tree was ugly, bent, and twisted. The second son said no – it was covered with 

green buds and full of promise. The third son disagreed, he said it was laden with blossoms that smelled so 

sweet and looked so beautiful, it was the most graceful thing he had ever seen. The last son disagreed with 

all of them; he said it was ripe and drooping with fruit, full of life and fulfilment. 

The man then explained to his sons that they were all right, because they had each seen but one season in 

the tree’s life. He told them that you cannot judge a tree, or a person, by only one season, and that the 

essence of who they are – and the pleasure, joy, and love that come from that life – can only be measured at 

the end, when all the seasons are up. If you give up when it’s winter, you will miss the promise of your 

spring, the beauty of your summer, fulfilment of your fall. 

Don’t judge a life by one difficult season. Don’t let the pain of one season destroy the joy of all the rest. 

(source: https://www.beliefnet.com) 
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Question 26. Which best serves as the title for the passage? 

 A. The Seasons of Life  B. The Observation of a Tree 

 C. Father and Four Sons  D. Love all the Seasons in a Year  

Question 27. According to the paragraph 2, what did the second son see in his turn? 

 A. The tree was gloomy, withered and crooked. 

 B. The tree was in buds and full of promise. 

 C. The tree was blossoming and gave off a sweet scent.  

 D. The tree was bountifully fruitful, brimming with life force.  

Question 28. Why did the man ask his sons to go and look at a tree in different seasons? 

 A. He didn’t want his sons to judge things too quickly. 

 B. He wanted his sons to describe a tree in different seasons.  

 C. He wanted his sons to learn more about trees.   

 D. He wanted his sons to learn more about nature and people.   

Question 29. The word “they” in paragraph 3 refers to __________. 

 A. the four sons B. green buds C. trees, people  D. the pleasure, joy and love  

Question 30. According to the paragraph 4, what is NOT the lesson the father wanted to teach his children 

EXCEPT__________? 

 A. Moral lessons can come from the most unexpected and ordinary things. 

 B. No matter what season it is outside, you always have to cherish it. 

 C. The old age of humans is similar to the winter of nature.  

 D. Persevere through the difficulties and better times are sure to come sometime sooner or later. 

 

IV. Writing. (2.5P)  

Part 1. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions (0.5P). 
Question 31. You haven’t to type your essay, but if you want, you can do it.  

  A. haven’t to B. your essay  C. but if  D. it 

Question 32. It was true friendship that people all want to build up in their lives. 

A. was  B. that   C. to build up  D. in their lives 

 

B. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN: (2.0 điểm) 

Part 2: Rewrite the sentences, using the given cues, so that the meaning stays the same.  (1.0P) 

Question 33.   If I were you, I would spend more time talking with my children. (should) 

→ _____________________________________________________________________ 

You should spend more time talking with your children. 

Question 34. The man gave her the book. (Cleft sentence) 

→ _____________________________________________________________________ 

It was the man who/that gave her the book. 

Question 35. She has always wanted to visit the UK that has made her work harder at her English language 

skills. (wish) 

→ _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Question 36. Parents can help build a child’s independence by encouraging good habits. It’s very important. 

(using the to-infinitive) 

→ _____________________________________________________________________ 

It is very important for parents to help build a child’s independence by encouraging good habits. 

 

Part 3. Writing a paragraph (1.0P) 

In about 140 words, write a paragraph about a problem that you had at home.   

You can use suggestions or your own ideas: 

- What the problem was 

-  How you dealt with  

-  Who you asked for helping  

-  What advice they gave you 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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